Nancy Kay,

The documents are here at the State Board. I do not believe there are copies at the RWQCB but Bruce Gwynne (North Coast staff) was here recently and he may have a copy.

--- Original Message ---
From: Craig J. Wilson
To: webbnancvkay@msn.com
Cc: Randal Yates
Subject: Re: query

Hi Nancy Kay,

The Scoles letter is in our administrative record for the 2006 list. You can contact Randy Yates (916-341-5533) to look over the whole file. The letter itself is fairly short and I could send you a copy of it. I am reluctant to copy and send large amounts of info though. I hope you understand the burden this would be if we did it for all requests to send information.

Please call me so we can discuss what info you would like to see.

CJWilson
(916) 341-5560
email: cjwilson@waterboards.ca.gov
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov

--- Nancy Kay Webb <webbnancvkay@msn.com> Tuesday, October 18, 2005 ---
Craig J. Wilson
I am working on my comments in opposition to the proposed delisting of Laguna de Santa Rosa for nutrients.

In the course of my research I noticed that SWRCB (you?) shot down 13 out of 13 "lines of evidence available in the administrative record to assess" Nitrogen by citing Greg Scoles.

I need to read this document, but don't know how to find a copy. I searched on line (discovering in the process that Scoles is Santa Rosa Deputy City Manager) but, even though I downloaded the Functional Equivalent Doc Appendix B, "Responses To Comments," I can find only references to G Scoles, not the Memorandum itself.
Do you have it? Does our RWQCB have it? Please advise.
Nancy Kay Webb
707-486-4549

CC: Yates, Randal